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Abstract
Explosive bandwidth growth from on-demand cloud services is forcing network operators to rethink the way in which data centers
are interconnected globally with optical transport networks. These new data center interconnect, or DCI, networks must meet
these massive capacity needs and scale efficiently, in power and cost, without compromising performance and manageability of
the network infrastructure. OTN-based optical transport technology is purpose-built to scale DCI network capacity in the 100G
Cloud Era, while delivering the best blend of features, deterministic performance and transport-grade Operations, Administration
and Management (OA&M). This whitepaper presents a case for OTN-based DCI and discusses how Microsemi's innovation and
leadership in OTN processing silicon raises the bar for OTN-based DCI transport networks.
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The Rise of Data Center Interconnect (DCI) Transport

The Rise of Data Center Interconnect (DCI) Transport
Network operators globally are struggling to cope with two evolutionary problems: 1) the exponential
growth in network traffic, and 2) the insatiable demand of consumers and enterprises for on-demand,
anytime-anywhere, cloud-based services. Netflix data is a proxy for this issue—monthly streaming hours
grew by 1000x from 2008 to 20151. These services and new cloud-enabled business paradigms are
fundamentally changing the way in which people and enterprises access and store information in the
cloud, and as a result are forcing dramatic changes in the underlying networks that support these
services.
Traditional North-South traffic, also known as "Machine-to-User" traffic, is large and growing. However,
East-West traffic flows, or "Machine-to-Machine" traffic, are several orders of magnitude larger—driven
by the need to cache content closer to end users, to distribute compute and storage resources in support
of cloud-based workloads and to meet the requirements for redundancy and global reach expected
from cloud services. It is estimated that by 2019, machine-to-machine traffic will represent approximately
85% of total data center traffic, or 8,500 exabytes per year2. To support these massive
machine-to-machine flows, often distributed across many geographically dispersed data centers,
high-bandwidth data center interconnect network connectivity is required. Facebook reported that
inter-data center traffic represents 18% of total network traffic, while it is estimated that global inter-data
center traffic flows will grow at a rate of 31% annually through 2019 to almost 1,000 exabytes and
almost 10% of global data center traffic.3,4 To service this massive bandwidth need, a new breed of
optical network is emerging.
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Requirements For DCI Optical Transport Networks

Requirements For DCI Optical Transport Networks
Interconnecting today’s data centers offers new challenges that drive unique requirements compared
to traditional optical transport networks.

Multiple transport technology choices are available to address the unique needs of DCI networks.
OTN-based DCI fulfills the key requirements above, while leveraging the extensive expertise and heritage
in optical transport platform development, and network operations and management that exist today
at OEMs and network operators.
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The Value of OTN-Based DCI
Interconnecting data centers with OTN-based transport meets the key requirements for DCI while
offering several compelling advantages when compared to alternative solutions.

The Need for Efficient, Multi-Service OTN Aggregation
OTN is the de-facto networking protocol for next-generation communications service provider 100G
Metro and Core optical transport networks worldwide. The industry uses the term OTN loosely and
there is a misperception among some market verticals that OTN only implies OTN switching. 100G OTN
networking can be divided into three important functions:
1. Transponding, or wrapping of 100Gbps client signals with OTN over point-to-point 100G Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM) links
2. Muxponding, or multiplexing of multiple lower-rate client signals into higher-rate 100G links
3. Switching, grooming or cross-connection of lower-rate signals from node to node in an optical
network
OTN muxponding and transponding have been the underpinning for point-to-point ROADM/WDM
networks for several generations now. These Metro and Core networks are now transitioning to
mesh-based OTN switching architectures, driven by the need to more efficiently pack 100G fiber
infrastructure to handle the growing bandwidth problem across all service types.
Transponding of 100GE clients onto 100G wavelengths using OTN is a natural fit for the needs of DCI
applications, as OTN is the de-facto standard framing format in use in all Digital Signal Processors (DSPs)
required for 100G+ Coherent Optical Transmission. OTN provides a lightweight wrapping for the
underlying 100GE client signal, in addition to a rich set of OA&M features to rapidly detect and isolate
faults, and manage the performance of optical links.
However, the client switch or router ports facing DCI networks are not limited to 100 Gbps rates, nor
is the client networking protocol limited to Ethernet. Different classes of data centers drive different
requirements. Large hyperscale data centers operated by the big cloud service and internet content
providers (Google, Amazon, and Microsoft, to name a few) have migrated most of the optical transport
facing ports originating from top-of-rack data center switches from SFP+ to QSFP-capable ports,
compatible with either 4x10GE / 1x40GE-capable QSFP+ or 1x100GE-capable QSFP28 pluggable optical
modules. Given that QSFP28 modules are still in the early stages of availability and deployment, 10GE
and 40GE clients will continue to play a big role feeding DCI optical transport platforms.
While there’s a great deal of focus on the needs of hyperscale data centers, there is also a sizeable and
growing market of smaller data center sites that still require high-bandwidth optical connectivity. These
data centers are more numerous and are distributed throughout metro regions, servicing high-value
enterprise verticals, including financial, healthcare and government, and the co-location, internet
exchange or carrier neutral provider markets. These sites have a wide range of requirements depending
on the function and type of service offered. In these environments, 10G SFP+ ports still represent a
large percentage of the ports from top-of-rack switches to DCI transport. Additionally, other client types,
such as Fibre Channel, are commonly required by the financial and healthcare industries, where business
continuity applications such as synchronous data replication are critical.
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In both cases, OTN muxponding and switching are the only solutions that are purpose-built to enable
multiplexing of all client protocols and rates onto 100G wavelengths. Additionally, OTN multiplexing
delivers maximum network efficiency and lowest latency as it avoids throughput reduction due to the
additional overhead needed in alternative Layer 2-based implementations.

Security in OTN Transport Networks
The rapid growth of cybercrime and the well-documented costs to the enterprise world associated with
addressing data breaches has brought the security of data to the forefront. The privacy of data is most
exposed as it transits between data centers, where extensive physical security measures at these sites
are no longer effective. It is no surprise that "in-flight" network layer encryption is quickly becoming a
key requirement, and in some cases mandatory, for DCI optical transport.
Encrypting data at the OTN layer is the natural solution to this problem as this secures traffic closest to
the exit of the data center. OTN encryption delivers strong AES-256-bit encryption without impacting
link latency or available optical fiber bandwidth regardless of client type or rate. Alternative encryption
approaches are available, however these solutions are limited to Ethernet or IP traffic and they reduce
the available optical fiber bandwidth by greater than 20% when compared to OTN encryption5. Leveraging
OTN encryption on DCI optical transport equipment also eliminates the unnecessary cost and power
burden of adding encryption functionality to higher volume DC top-of-rack switch Ethernet ports.
OTN transport networks are also inherently secure by design when compared to alternative transport
technologies, adding an additional layer of security to mission critical Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) networks. Links in an OTN transport network are hard-partitioned into dedicated
circuits. This segregation of network traffic makes it difficult to intercept data transferred between
nodes—this ensures that no one client can compromise other clients on a link.
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Best-In-Class Performance, Reliability and OA&M Capabilities
Low-cost and power-per-bit transport cannot come at the expense of the performance, reliability and
manageability of DCI optical links. Supporting distributed, scalable, cloud-based mission-critical
applications with global reach means that data center network operators must have the ability to:
• Deliver deterministic performance
• Provision services simply and transparently
• Reliably manage real-time status of, and troubleshoot and isolate faults in, DCI optical links
OTN delivers consistent full line-rate, end-to-end performance, regardless of client or service type. Each
client is assigned a specific and configurable bandwidth depending on the rate or protocol, ensuring
guaranteed jitter, throughput, latency and availability through the network. This eliminates contention
or packet drops that may exist in alternative solutions. Provisioning services in an OTN-based DCI network
is simple and transparent, each client is network-timing and rate-independent over the same 100G
wavelength, eliminating the need for unnecessary operational complexities such as managing forwarding
tables, scheduling, and packet buffers.
Designed explicitly to ensure carrier-grade QoS and manageability, OTN-based DCI provides superior
OA&M capabilities. OTN offers full performance monitoring and MAC statistics on a per client basis as
well as full line-side monitoring features (section, path and tandem connection monitoring), enabling
end-to-end status monitoring, fault isolation, and network troubleshooting down to the client level.
Additionally, OTN-based networks are resistant to Layer 2 or Layer 3-based denial-of-service attacks
that are becoming more prevalent. Decoupling the DCI transport network from vulnerabilities at these
layers ensures maximum reliability and performance for mission-critical applications.

Flexible Scaling of DCI Network Capacity
The availability of existing network infrastructure is a key consideration when selecting the right
technology for DCI applications. Greenfield networks leveraging privately-owned dark fiber offer maximum
flexibility in the choice of DCI transport technology. However, dark fiber is not universally available in
all geographies. The trend to distribute data centers, and therefore content and services, closer to the
user further exacerbates this challenge. Leasing either a Wavelength or Ethernet transport service, from
a traditional Communications Service Provider, may be the only cost-effective option available to deliver
connectivity between sites for a particular geography. As such, a hybrid approach, leveraging both
privately-built dark-fiber networks and leased transport services, is a common choice today for most
cloud service and internet content providers.

Using this approach, OTN-based DCI provides data center operators with:
• The flexibility to scale site-to-site connectivity based on the most cost-effective service available
for a particular geography, and
• Consistent features, performance and OA&M capabilities in all DCI network segments, lowering
network operations complexity and therefore overall OPEX spending
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DCI Bandwidth-On-Demand
OTN-based DCI also offers the novel approach to dynamically and cost-effectively scale DCI network
capacity. Bandwidth-intensive tasks, such as caching or database mirroring, are generally not time
sensitive and therefore can be deferred to off-peak, overnight hours when network capacity and utility
costs are lowest. Utilizing G.HAO dynamic and hitless resizing of packet-based services capabilities
unique to OTN, leased line transport services can scale available bandwidth based on these cyclical cost
patterns. This is a win-win for the entire supply chain—data center operators can leverage the extensive
footprint of Metro and Core OTN switch-based Communication Service Provider networks worldwide
to obtain additional capacity when they need it at the lowest cost per bit, Communications Service
Providers are presented with a new means to monetize those extensive investments, and OEMs achieve
economies of scale in using a common technology across DCI and traditional telecommunications
networks, further supporting healthy industry innovation.
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Microsemi’s DIGI-G4: Best-of-Breed DCI Transport
Building upon Microsemi’s OTN processing silicon innovations and leadership from DIGI-120G, the
DIGI-G4 400G OTN Processor raises the bar for OTN-based DCI — meeting all key requirements and
bringing new purpose-built, industry-first innovations to market that make high-capacity, scalable,
flexible, SDN-ready, encrypted DCI transport a reality.

The DIGI-G4 is the industry’s densest single-chip 4x100G OTN processor delivering true multi-service,
multi-rate OTN transponding, muxponding, and switching capabilities at 50 percent less power per port
than the previous generation. This makes low power per bit and high-capacity per rack-unit transport
possible without trading off the required flexibility to support all necessary traffic types, rates and
network deployment options.
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The DIGI-G4 addresses the industry need to secure DCI optical networks with the integrated OTN
encryption capabilities. Outperforming protocol-specific alternatives, the DIGI-G4’s OTN encryption
engine delivers ultra-low latency (sub-180ns), strong standards-based (industry’s first FIPS 197 AES-256
certified solution) ‘in-flight’ 100G optical encryption, regardless of client or traffic type without
compromising network performance and service quality. The DIGI-G4 also brings to market the industry’s
first sub-wavelength optical encryption solution, allowing traffic to be secured end-to-end at
"service-layer" granularity. These secure services are compatible with, and can be routed efficiently
through, 100G Metro OTN Switched networks without the need to decrypt and disaggregate "bulk"
encrypted 100G links at every node in the network, thereby exposing sensitive data in transit. This
provides an option when dark fiber is scarce to leverage "pay-as-you-grow" encrypted leased line DCI
services that deliver the required bandwidth with deterministic performance and guaranteed end-to-end
security. The combination of DIGI-G4 with Microsemi’s SmartFusion2 SoC FPGA completes the solution
for encryption-enabled DCI transport platforms. SmartFusion2’s integrated secure host central processing
unit (CPU) supports Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)-based authentication architectures, provides the
secure key storage required to set up and manage end-to-end encrypted optical links, delivers secure
boot functionality for existing non-secure host CPUs and protects against the threat of side-channel
attacks with differential power analysis (DPA) countermeasures.
The DIGI-G4 is the industry’s first OTN solution to extend SDN awareness into optical transport. A key
vision of SDN is to enable programmatic control physical network resources. Supporting monitoring of
the Link-Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) on client ports, the DIGI-G4 allows SDN control infrastructure
to maintain a real-time view of the connectivity and topology of the underlying DCI transport network
resources. This eliminates the need to manually maintain static connectivity tables between DC
Switch/Router and optical transport equipment, a costly and often error-prone exercise.
The DIGI-G4 is the first industry solution to deliver bandwidth-efficient transport of 5x40GE clients over
200G of optical capacity. The standard approach to this problem wastes 20% of the available optical
bandwidth, supporting a maximum of 4x40G of client ports. The DIGI-G4’s innovative solution to 40G
aggregation, ensures no wasted bandwidth/optical spectrum and in doing so allows for an additional
port 40GE client traffic to be supported on each line card deployed. This is of significant value where
optical fiber capacity/spectrum is scarce and highest bandwidth is a priority.
Lastly, Microsemi’s DIGI family of OTN processors is the industry’s first and only solution in production
today capable of supporting G.HAO in OTN transport networks, enabling the industry to leverage
investments in OTN switch-based Metro and Core networks to offer bandwidth-on-demand DCI transport
services.
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Conclusion
Today’s new breed of cloud services demand dedicated, high-bandwidth, secure optical data
center-to-data center connectivity. To address this need, DCI optical networks must scale efficiently, in
bandwidth, power and cost, without compromising performance or manageability. OTN as a networking
protocol is purpose-built to meet these requirements: delivering low latency, bandwidth-efficient, rate
and protocol-agnostic 100G optical transport with best-in-class "in-flight" encryption capabilities, and
new and compelling use-cases for the industry to collectively scale DCI bandwidth on-demand in a
cost-effective way.
Microsemi’s DIGI-G4 OTN processor raises the bar for OTN-based DCI networks – delivering industry-first
innovations purpose-built to ensure that high-capacity, scalable, flexible, SDN-aware, encrypted DCI
transport platforms become a reality.
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